Installing your One Page Bible
Your One Page Bible comes with a frame that uses springs to hold the print taut, a bit like a trampoline. These instructions will show you how to anchor the frame
to the wall, then how to connect the frame’s springs to the grommets around the print.
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What you’ll need:

Attaching the frame to the wall

A level
A pencil
A stud finder (optional)
A drill with a half-inch bit and a Phillips head bit
Two friends to help you with the installation
Gloves and safety glasses

Before you start, be sure the wall you’ve selected doesn’t
contain pipes that you might puncture with your drill. You
should also wear gloves and safety goggles; the insides of
the frame can be sharp and you’ll be creating some drywall
dust when you drill.

What’s in the box:

There will also be a small bag containing the following tools:
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Eight L-shaped corner connectors
A hex wrench for tightening them
Four drywall anchors and bolts
Four screws
Four washers
A small metal hook tool

If anything is missing, email info@onepagebible.net and we’ll
send you what you need.

If both holes fall on studs, use screws and washers to attach the frame piece to
the wall in those places.

3. Insert two L-shaped corner connectors on each side of the bottom frame
piece with their hex screws facing out. Guide the frame’s two side pieces
into place.

1. Open the bottom frame piece. Decide where you want it
to attach to the wall and have two people hold it there. Use
the level to make sure it it’s even.

The first box will contain your One Page Bible. It will
have grommets around the outside edge. Be careful
not to crumple it during the installation, as this can
lead to visible creases in the vinyl.

The second box will contain the four sides of the
frame. If you use scissors or a box cutter to unwrap
the frame, be careful not to scratch its surface.

Attaching the print to the frame

4. Put corner connectors in the top frame piece as well and slide it into
place.
If neither hole falls on a stud, trace two small circles on the wall where the holes
fall, then put the frame down and drill a half-inch hole through each circle.
2. The third person will use the stud finder to see whether
the frame’s pre-drilled holes fall on studs. If a hole falls on a
stud, we’ll be using a screw to attach the frame to that stud.
If it doesn’t, we’ll be using a drywall anchor to attach the
frame to the hollow drywall in that place.

Insert a drywall anchor in each hole, then put the frame back in place and bolt it
to the anchors, as demonstrated in this video:
5. As you did on the bottom, determine whether the holes in the top frame
piece will fall on studs. Drill a half-inch hole and insert a drywall anchor
at any connection point that does not fall on a stud. Don’t bolt the frame to
the anchor just yet.

There are three possibilities

6. Make sure the frame’s corners are square and use the hex wrench to
tighten all eight corner connectors. Then screw or bolt the frame to the
wall, depending on whether you’re on a stud or not.

(If you don’t have a stud finder and can’t tell whether the
drywall behind the frame’s holes is hollow, drive a screw
with a washer through each hole. If it hits a stud, screw it
all the way in. If it doesn’t hit a stud, remove it and widen
the hole in the drywall to half an inch, then follow the steps
below.)

7. Slowly unroll your print within the frame, being careful not to crumple
it. Use the metal hook tool to attach two springs to each of the top corner
grommets, as shown below.
If one hole falls on a stud and one doesn’t, trace two small circles on the wall
where the holes fall, then put the frame down and drill a half-inch hole through
the circle that doesn’t fall on a stud.
Insert a drywall anchor in the hole, then put the frame back in place and bolt it
to the anchor, as demonstrated in the video above.
Use a screw and washer to attach the other end of the frame to the stud.

8. Attach the bottom corner grommets in the same way, then attach one
spring to each of the rest of the grommets and snap the frame shut. Step
back and admire your print!

7. Slowly unroll your print within the frame, being careful not to crumple
it. Use the metal hook tool to attach two springs to each of the top corner
grommets, as shown below.

8. Attach the bottom corner grommets in the same way, then attach one
spring to each of the rest of the grommets and snap the frame shut. Step
back and admire your print!

